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PUSH HANDS

The haunting sounds of the xiao, a Chinese woodwind, drift across the production floor of an old jewelry factory.
The last rays of sunlight come through the windows obliquely, highlighting a certain amount of dust which can
never be removed from the building, no matter how many times it gets cleaned. Shadows on the floor mark places
where heavy machinery rested for dozens of years. The slow, plaintive music is occasionally punctuated by sprints,
the thuds of high leaps and heavy landings, and the unmistakable explosive sound of rattan staves being brought
down onto the floor with full force. This particular jewelry factory has recently been converted into a martial-arts
studio. The flute-player, an accomplished martial artist of some twenty-five years of training, occasionally stops to
offer the same advice to all his pupils: Come on. Push. He’s met with grunts; satisfied, he again raises the mouthpiece.

I grunt too, though I am not practicing kicks or flips, deep stances or quick strikes. Two varieties of guttural
communication can be distinguished on this floor. There are the visceral grunts and gasps of overexertion, of physical
labor — these come mostly from the kung fu students, whirling and slashing away — but there are also lighter,
more cerebral noises coming from the other side of the room, where effort of another sort is being exerted. We are
practicing tuishou, translated as “Push Hands” or “Pushing Hands”, a common two-person Tai Chi exercise which can
be performed either collaboratively, for the purpose of relaxation, or competitively. We — an amalgam of men and
women evenly dispersed between the ages of seventeen and seventy-five — are training for an upcoming competition,
and practice a few minutes at a time in mock bouts with one another.

The objective of competitive Push Hands is simple. Competitors face one another with their feet constrained either
not to move(“no-step”) or not to pass one another(“limited-step”, or “one-foot-forward stepping”) and attempt to
unbalance each other without the use of strikes, grabs, and without pushing below the waist or above the collarbone.
What further distinguishes this type of exercise from, say, Greco-Roman wrestling, is the manner in which this
unbalancing is to be accomplished. Tai Chi emphasizes muscular looseness and musculoskeletal alignment over pure
strength. The rearrangement of the two competitors is expected to be smooth and circular, lacking the sudden power
of other grappling disciplines; furthermore, grabbing with a closed hand is strictly prohibited. Only pushing with the
upper body and pulling with an open hand is permitted. Even without grabbing or striking, it is easy to circumvent
the principle behind these rules and move an untrained partner through muscular exertion (a hard push), but this
is considered “not Tai Chi”, or “not Push Hands”. Weight classes are imposed to try to prevent competitors from
muscling one another, and it is considered bad practice to exert any muscular force until in a position of superior
alignment to one’s opponent.

The key to training Push Hands is learning how to not seize up when muscled but rather loosen and lead an
opponent “into emptiness”, defined as manipulating the opponent’s alignment such that their incoming push or pull
is redirected safely away from the practitioner’s center of mass. In the beginning stages it is difficult to correctly
identify which components of the body are tight and which are loose, even in oneself - it can take years of training
studying and practicing Tai Chi routines to understand when and where you are tight, and how to release that
tension. This is a absolutely essential component of training, as any tension provides a direct line to one’s center of
mass — it is like having a steel rod (the tight limb or joint) precariously attached to a leaning structure (the torso).
Because the rod doesn’t stretch or bend, anybody can pull the structure down by pushing or pulling on the rod.
Next, a prospective Push Hands competitor must learn to recognize these tightnesses in another person by touch and
by sight. This is normally facilitated by pre-arranged, cooperative Push Hands drills which train the skill of ting,
or listening — learning to interpret an opponent’s intention and alignment through the points of mutual contact.
The value of this skill is so great that a Tai Chi practitioner is strongly discouraged from ever breaking contact and
thereby losing this most valuable source of information as to what the opponent will do next. Although this makes it
easier for the opponent to issue force and try to control the practitioner, this sticking and adhering is combined with
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training the principle of neutralization — until the practitioner intends to counterattack, the aggressor should meet
little to no resistance. This does not mean going limp, but rather changing one’s alignment so that the incoming
force is no longer directed towards the center of mass, or any other targets such as the head or face. At a high level
of Push Hands any aggressive act is a mistake, as the opponent is skilled enough not only to neutralize the incoming
force but to use it to an advantage.

Once a student can listen, stick, adhere and neutralize with reasonable facility, or perhaps while these skills are
being fostered, he or she will likely learn some canonical responses to incoming force. These are certain types of
motion which change the alignment of both players in an articulable, reliable and repeatable way. In the Yang style
of Tai Chi, for example, there are eight of these: peng, lu, ji, an, cai, lie, zhou, kao, which translate roughly to ward
off, roll back, press, push, pluck, rend, elbow(strike), lean. These eight “energies” are combined with five stepping
patterns (forward, backward, left, right, and sinking or not-stepping) to create a dictionary of thirteen terms which
can be used to neutralize most any permissible Push Hands maneuver and re-organize the alignment, or shapes, of
both players.

At this point the best training is experiential. A teacher is still of the utmost importance to point out areas of
residual tightness and improper technique, but the student must learn how to manipulate the eight energy expressions
(thirteen, in categories where stepping is allowed) and neutralize as naturally and fluidly as possible. This is why
we have assembled here in the jewelry factory — to train with others outside our age- and weight-classes. Although
one would not do so in a competitive setting, facing a larger opponent emphasizes neutralizing, while facing a smaller
opponent offers more freedom to pay attention to other elements, such as not overcommitting one’s weight; likewise
practicing with an older opponent can reveal many finer aspects of strategy, and working with a younger opponent
can help train ting [1]. Above all, the key is to constantly practice the principles of ting and neutralization, the safe
removal and disposal of all incoming forces.

BACTERIA

I’d like to turn for a moment to a system which at first glance looks absolutely nothing like the system of Push
Hands which I have just described. The subject of interest here is that of bacterial locomotion. In exposing the sub-
ject I shamelessly follow its most classic text, the Nobel laureate E.M. Purcell’s lecture notes “Life at Low Reynolds
Number” [2], though I draw on my own experience as a doctoral researcher in this field.

Bacteria experience their environment in a radically different way than we do. The behavior of water, as a fluid,
is in no way universal; we experience it in a certain way only because we are a certain size, and a have a certain
characteristic speed at which we swim. In fluid dynamics, a common indicator of “how water might feel” is the
Reynolds number, which compares the relative importance of inertia (the speed and force of both the swimmer and
the ambient fluid) and viscosity (the stickiness or drag of the fluid). The larger this number is, the more important
inertia is; likewise the smaller it is, the less important inertia is compared with viscosity. I don’t want to perform
any calculations here — all I want to do is foster a certain kind of intuition — so I will tell you that turbulence(the
white, choppy, bubbly water you see around boats and strong swimmers) kicks in at about Reynolds number 2000.
By this you can infer that human swimming is characterized by a number that is somewhere less than 2000 for wimpy
swimmers and somewhere more for Olympian swimmers. In bacteria, it turns out to be roughly 0.001, so that inertia
is almost 1 billion (!) times more importantfor human locomotion than for bacterial.

We can illustrate this with some other calculations based on this Reynolds number. First, and perhaps most
intuitive, is this question — how fast must a human swim, and in a fluid of what viscosity, to “appreciate” the world
of the bacterium? For a human of average size immersed in molasses, the swimming speed at which the human
“experiences their fluid” the same way as a bacterium is about 1 centimeter per minute. Some other interesting
revelations come from the coasting distance and the importance of stroke duration. If a bacterium traveling at top
speed suddenly stops swimming, how far does it coast? The answer turns out to be one-tenth of an angstrom, which
is the unit of measurement we use to measure the size of atoms. In relative size, the human immersed in molasses
swimming 1 centimeter per minute will coast less than a millimeter before coming to a halt; that is, the coasting
distance would have to be measured with a microscope. The time spent coasting is also miniscule, somewhere on
the order of microseconds, which is the time between flashes in a strobe light. In our high-Reynolds-number world,
the stroke duration is also important. Performing one iteration of the backstroke over the course of one second is a
decidedly better strategy for human propulsion than performing one iteration over the course of a whole hour. Not
so for the man in molasses. At very low Reynolds number, there is hardly a measurable difference between taking
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a day to perform the backstroke or a second. The extra distance you gain from performing a stroke quickly versus
slowly is again somewhere in the ridiculously small world of atomic lengthscales.

I’m going to give one more example of what a strange world it is that bacteria live in, and then I’ll stop. I’ve saved
it for last for a particular reason. Another interpretation of the Reynolds number is the force one has to apply to
tow an object (of any size) in a fluid having the properties or “behavior” correlated to that Reynolds number. This
follows one’s intuition. A child playing with a rubber duck in a bathtub can exert enough force to tow the duck at
around Reynolds number 100. To tow a jet at supersonic speed requires an incredibly large force. Loosely speaking,
this force is proportional to the Reynolds number. This means that to tow a bacterium requires a negligibly small
amount of force. This brings us around again to the definition of the Reynolds number as a measurement of the
importance of inertia. “Inertia”, as a schoolhouse term, is connected to other jargon such as “mass”, “acceleration”,
“Newton’s laws”, and “force”. When inertia no longer matters, none of these terms have any meaning. Because the
forces involved are so small that we can safely ignore them — statements like Newton’s second law F = ma [3] are
moot; Newton’s second law for a bacterium is F = 0. There is no such thing as acceleration, since we attain our
steady swimming velocity nearly instantly upon beginning to swim. Newton’s first law, that objects in motion remain
in motion until acted upon, becomes absurd; all bacteria know is that if you are not swimming, you’re standing still.
Nobody gets to move for free without swimming. Newton’s third law, that every action has an equal and opposite
reaction, becomes something of a tautology, for there are no longer any actions. This is the physics described by
Aristotle [4].

I’d like now to re-state some of the above consequences for the life of a bacterium, as well as add some new ones.
As the consequences of low Reynolds number become clear, the situation for bacteria begins to look more similar to
that humans impose on themselves in the practice of Tai Chi pushing hands. Firstly, when there is no inertia, there
is a bit of ambiguity in defining terms related to mass. Some useful concepts in understanding how things move,
such as a “center of mass”, become ill-defined. Bacteria do not really have a center of mass. If you are a bacterium
and crash into another bacterium, the motion is the same whether you claim your center of mass is in your head or
your feet. This is reminiscent of Push Hands practices of neutralizing in order to prevent an opponent from exerting
force on one’s center of mass. If you cannot feel a mechanical connection to another person’s center, you can’t say for
sure “where it is” — it could be in their head, their left pinky, or anywhere else. When the muscles and movements
are loose, it is instead like trying to knock down a leaning structure by pulling and pushing on an elastic band.
Only at the end of the band’s range of motion can you “feel” the structure at the other end, nor really exert much
force on it through the band. Speaking of bacterial collisions, there is another parallel — when two bacteria are in
contact they stick and adhere [5], and move around without exerting a force on one another. Somehow the bacte-
ria “know just how to move” in order to not exert force on one another — this is imposed on them by their environment.

The objective of this piece is to explore this connection — that is, a self-imposed objective in human Tai Chi
practitioners to move, step and turn without exerting force or being exerted upon and a physics-imposed global
reality in the life of a bacterium not to exert or be exerted upon by other bacteria or by the fluid in which they
live. Certainly there is a fair amount of naivete in constructing such a connection, but this kind of naivete (sweeping
important details under the carpet) is central to how theoretical physics is done. Once we understand this connection,
we can begin to be more realistic. In particular, we would like to know how far one can inform the other. Can we infer
some of the physics of the strange bacterial realm by practicing Tai Chi? Can we become better Tai Chi practitioners
by studying the physics of bacteria? In a broader sense, how much intuition does our own body give us regarding
“complicated” or “unusual” physics?

PUSH HANDS AND BACTERIA

One of the chief results in the theory of bacterial swimming is the so-called “Scallop Theorem”. It has to do with
the ideas of “degrees of freedom” and “reciprocal motions”. For living systems, a simple definition of a degree of
freedom is a method of changing your shape, counted very carefully so that nothing gets double-counted. For example,
a ball-and-socket joint like the shoulder has two degrees of freedom: left to right rotations(pointing at a majestic
mountain range on the horizon) and up to down rotations(pointing along the berm of a long highway). You cannot
point up by any combination of left- and right-rotations, so the two movements are definitely distinct. The disco-type
motion, however, is not a new degree of freedom, because it is a combination of up-down and left-right rotations.
For the time being we are also discounting the possibility that the shoulder joint can stretch, of which more will be
said later. A reciprocal motion is one which, when video-taped, plays the same forwards and backwards. An example
would be a video of the clapping monkey toy. If the video is turned on just before the monkey performs his clap, and
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is stopped after seven or eight claps and then played in reverse, the video will appear identical forwards and backwards.

The scallop theorem is a result describing the swimming motion of a hypothetical low-Reynolds number scallop.
The theorem is this - the scallop cannot swim at all! A scallop is an organism with but one degree of freedom in
controlling its hinge which can only open and close. Imagine we place a scallop in molasses and record its motion.
Because the speed and direction of a low Reynolds number swimmer are only determined by shape changes, not by
how fast these shape changes are performed, shape changes that are “opposite” must produce “opposite” swimming
directions. To use the human-in-molasses analogy, if you take one hour to perform a single iteration of the backstroke
in the usual manner, then take ten hours to perform an iteration of the rather-unusual inverse-backstroke (where you
rotate your arms and kick with your legs in the opposite direction as before, as if trying to go in the direction of your
feet), you end up exactly where you started. When the scallop opens its mouth, it goes one direction; when it closes
its mouth, it goes the same distance in the opposite direction, resulting in no net travel [6]. Of course, real scallops
are much larger than bacteria and may take advantage of inertia, so that they do not go quite so far backwards as
forwards and can eventually get someplace by changing the speed of opening/closing.

To derive this result through traditional methods requires a moderate amount of mathematics and/or physical
intuition. However, if one were prima facie only aware of the similarity between certain body motions and micro-
locomotion, one could devise some clever examples of the Scallop Theorem in the macroscopic world.

Here’s a Tai Chi example of the scallop theorem. You and your partner stand about two feet away from each other
— far enough apart that, with arm completely outstretched, you cannot quite reach your partner’s torso. To restrict
the human body to one degree of freedom, you raise your right arm and your partner their left(so as to look like a
mirror image of you). You both agree to only use one degree of freedom, which is the opening and closing of the
elbow joint of the raised arm. Placing these arms in contact, trying to minimize the force felt between the arms,
alternate you opening/closing the elbow and your partner closing/opening. There should be no need to move any
other body parts at all, with the result that there is no transfer of mechanical advantage. This is one of many Push
Hands equivalents of scallop-like motions; you trade a little bit of advantage, with the pusher getting the upper hand
before reaching full extension, where the role of the pusher and pushed changes. In the average there is no net gain for
either party. If there is a net gain and somebody falls over, the exercise is revealing tautness in one or both partners
(s/he who should be passively yielding is instead pushing back against the pusher, resulting in a net force). This
tightness causes the scallop theorem to be violated, and the exchange of forces brings us back into the usual world
where motions are instigated by imbalances of internal and external forces.

GAUGE THEORY

In commenting on similarities between bacteria and Push Hands practitioners, I remarked on similar global structures
or rules between the two systems - namely, the requirement of no net force and slow movements. We have seen that
the consequence of this rule is a one-to-one relationship between changing shape and going someplace. Now we will
cast these systems in a stronger unifying framework, with all sorts of other ideas, and it is important now to emphasize
a difference in the level of complexity between bacteria and Push Hands: in Push Hands we are not rotating our joints
and stretching our muscles to “swim”, or even to “locomote”. The idea there is to change one’s shape in a tactical
manner (that is, without giving away mechanical advantage or putting oneself in a configuration of obvious weakness)
in order to change the shape of the opponent (preferably to one with less mechanical advantage than the opponent
possessed prior to the movement). That is, it is important to distinguish the maps

Swimming : shape change→ change of position and orientation in 3D space

Push Hands : shape change→ change of position and orientation of self and a connected body in 3D space

Certainly the configuration of two human beings, with multiple joints, is much more complex than a single blob-like
bacterium — however, we may also recognize a fundamental connection or overarching framework between the two
systems. Namely, we can notice some new elements to add to the global structure we are using to unite the two
subjects. They both involve a map between spaces; that is to say, for every shape change or sequence of shape changes
there is a definite and predictable change in position and orientation of a swimmer or a definite and predictable
change in an opponent’s shape. In both cases, we consider a sequence of shape changes in a somewhat-abstract
“shape space”, that is, the space of all possible shapes in a bacterium or a human body (discouting copies — if you
take a photograph of a plié from two different angles, it’s still the same shape) , and then we know that we can map
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these sequences of abstract shapes into a certain exact physical result. If the backstroke gets you a certain distance
and orientation, performing the backstroke again cannot produce a different result. That is, there is a very strict
causality between the sequence of shape changes and the resulting swimming/Push Hands [7].

We can give this simplified “shape space” an extra structure, that of a group. A group is a class of actions that one
can perform, with the rule that any string or sequence of these actions really just boils down to a single action which
already exists in the group. An example is rotation of the shoulder joint in its socket. If you rotate your shoulder a
certain amount in one direction, then another, then another, and so forth, and look at where your shoulder ends up,
all of those different rotations still add up to a single rotation. If one wishes to point at the ceiling, one can rotate
straight there or take the long way by rotating to point east, then west, then down, then finally up towards the ceiling
— the point is that for any long string of different rotations, you could always get to the finish line by performing
only one rotation. For our purposes, rotations are the only groups of interest, as they describe all of our joints in the
absence of stretching.

We have now constructed a quasi-mathematical structure which in principle can identify where swimmers end up
and how opponents in our idealized Push Hands are defeated. Given an initial position and orientation in space (a
bacterium here facing this way, or a pair of Tai Chi practitioners in a particular configuration), one agent [8] performs
a sequence of shape changes, which can be taken to live in an abstract group (rotating certain joints certain amounts).
This has a unique outcome; the swimmer moves from the initial position and configuration to a new one determined
uniquely and precisely by the shape change. This is exactly what mathematicians and theoretical physics call a gauge
structure. Historically, this is the very foundation of what is called the Standard Model in particle physics, and in
most areas of mathematics and physics constitutes a rather advanced subject. By recognizing that the bacterium
swimming and Push Hands both belong to this framework, however, we can extend our question “How can the study
of bacteria inform Push Hands and vice versa?” to a much larger and more interesting “How can the study of certain
body movements (namely, Push Hands) inform and be informed by gauge theory?”. Because a great many of the
so-called “difficult, complicated, obscure” theories in modern physics are couched in gauge theory, it would be an
extremely useful educational tool if the body could be used to gain at least an intuitive foothold on the subject. I
want to demonstrate that this is a potentially fruitful and instructive mode of questioning by attempting to use the
human body as a very crude “quantum mechanics calculator” — but first we need to expand our dictionary of gauge
theory, if we are to have a sufficiently broad understanding of the subject.

The last important idea I want to introduce is that of the “gauge potential”. This is the mathematical object that
fills in the gap marked by the arrow in

shape change→ swimming/realignment

That is, for a certain sequence of shapes, it tells you how much you swam/reoriented yourself. There is a neat
way to visualize this quantity, and this simple mental picture can explain all sorts of complicated phenomena, such
as the aforementioned “scallop theorem”. The picture is taking the shape space and drawing colors on it. As a
simple example, consider this made-up bacterium: a hard metal sphere is connected (by magnets, say) to a smaller
hard sphere, which can rotate and roll all around its surface without leaving it. We can describe the shape space of
this bacterium as a single sphere. This is because the bacterium is uniquely specified by where the smaller sphere
is in contact with the larger sphere, and we take this contact to be a single point. We can pretend that the smaller
sphere is smeared with ink, so that it leaves a trail in the form of an inky line on the larger sphere as it moves about.
This is our abstract shape space. The pictorial understanding of the gauge potential comes in assigning a coloring of
the sphere based, say, on two colors: hues of blue for negative numbers (the darker the blue, the more negative the
number), and reds for positive. Here let’s say simply for example that negative numbers mean swimming backwards
and positive numbers mean swimming forwards. If the smaller sphere makes a periodic loop around the larger sphere
(meaning its inky trail closes into a loop of some kind, no matter how wiggly), we say that the total amount of motion
performed is determined by adding up all the color inside the loop(with the rule that red cancels out blue). Thus,
an inky trail around a mostly blue region causes the swimmer to go backwards and a loop containing mostly red
causes forwards motion. A bad choice of stroke grabs equal amounts of red and blue, equalling no net motion. An
immediate consequence is the scallop theorem - since a scallop has only one degree of freedom, open and close, we can
take its shape space to be a circle. But there’s no such thing as a closed path on a circle that can “grab” any kind
of “area”, hence the scallop goes nowhere. When it comes to gauge theory, the circle is king — a well-chosen circle
on the shape space can grab a lot of color and generate a lot of swimming/opponent rearrangement. I further posit
that this may be a reasonable explanation of why circular movements are venerated in not only Tai Chi but in other
similar arts, such as Judo and Aikido. In the language of the last bacterial example, take your shoulder joint to be the
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large metal sphere and the humerus to be the small sphere. Circular motions correspond to large loops on the shape
space sphere - in these more complicated examples the martial arts practitioner can control the gauge potential (the
position of the various colors) by putting themselves in a certain position, so that these large loops also grab only the
desired color, with often dramatic results — the small, aged practitioner throws the brash muscular youth, and so forth.

Now information is flowing in the direction from theoretical physics to the practicalities of body mechanics and
motility. Evidently, not only can we begin to think about theoretical physics by scrutinizing our own form, but we can
also move more effectively by thinking about theoretical physics. This is because the existence of a coloring on the
sphere/set of spheres representing the body, or a “gauge potential”, implies that there is an optimal way to do things.
The argument can be based on the isoperimetric problem of Dido. According to Justin [9], Dido was given a raw
cowhide by the autochthonous king Iarbas and told that she could rule over as much land as she could enclose with the
hide. She (very astutely) cut the hide into one thin connected strip, attached both edges to the Tunisian coast of the
Mediterranean and extended the hide into a semicircle enclosing what became the city of Carthage. Mathematicians
call this the “isoperimetric problem” because Dido had to find the shape that had the maximal area given a certain
perimeter. The solution to this problem in two dimensions is a circle or semicircle. In gauge theory, there is a similar
problem one can pose — what is the shape of the loop on the colored sphere which gives the brightest color(most
swimming/gain in mechanical advantage) for a fixed/smallest perimeter(length of sequence of shape changes one must
perform to get that swimming/realignment). From a naive perspective it seems plausible that there is an optimal
stroke for a bacterium to get where it wants to go, but it is a far more surprising assertion that there is a unique
optimal way to move your many joints in order to put another person into a desired configuration [10]. This result
cannot be expected to hold in practice, where an opponent who realizes he/she is losing a bout is likely to panic
and employ force and inertia, breaking the gauge theory; nonetheless, it is an important idea that there is a unique
optimal or “near-optimal” way of doing things.

HOW MANY THEORIES CAN WE UNDERSTAND USING ONLY OUR BODY?

One of the roles of the theoretical physicist, once he has built a theory, is to try to take it to its extremes and see
where it breaks down. The rest of this piece is dedicated to just that; now that we have realized that our body might
be an ideal pedagogical vessel for discussions of various gauge theories in physics, it is important to understand its
restrictions, and to what extent it is just a naive idealization.

Firstly, I must confess to you that your body is only good for understanding particular kinds of gauge theory.
That is, we have encountered only examples where the group in question is the group of rotations in two- or three-
dimensions. However, any group out of the myriads of different groups that exist are possible as a gauge group, and
many of these are tough to map onto the human body. For example, rotations in four or more dimensions form
the gauge groups for many different advanced topics in particle physics, where Einstein’s theory of special relativity
demands that time be included as a dimension in these rotations.

Secondly, it might turn out that the assumptions we make about either our body or a physical theory which allow
us to connect them are rather silly and unrealistic. More on this in a moment.

When the gauge groups are sufficiently similar to these rotations, it seems the only limit in constructing a dictionary
between the human body and the physical theory is one’s imagination. As a demonstration of this I would like to
consider a quantum gauge theory with a group similar to the shoulder rotation group. We are going to try to speak
of the weak force, the force which causes nuclear decay. This force has an extraordinarily short range (compared to
electromagnetism and gravity, both of which can be felt “from afar”) and so was not discovered experimentally until
the modern era, but is now known to be responsible for many of the nuclear decay processes that allows for human
life as it is the source of fuel in stars, synthesis of heavier elements necessary for life.

The weak force was likely first observed by Becquerel in the late 1890’s. He discovered in a piece of uranium the
type of radiation now known as beta decay, in which a neutron decays into a proton, an electron, and a very small
thing called a neutrino [11]. Years later, when these three outgoing particles were known, the situation seemed to
make sense — a neutron has zero charge, while the proton has +1 charge, the electron has −1 charge and neutrinos
happen to have no charge, so that they all cancel out: 0 = 0 is the total charge on both sides of the decay, which is
often taken to be a fundamental law of particle physics. The small guy, the neutrino, was found to have just enough
momentum and energy to satisfy the other fundamental conservation principles(charge, momentum, energy, mass,
etc.). Still, the question remained: why did the neutron decay at all?
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Things became more complicated with the development of the theory of quarks in the 1960’s. Suddenly, protons and
neutrons were no longer fundamental particles. They are made up of three smaller particles, the quarks. There are
thought to be six of these quarks, which generally come in indivisible groups of two or three. They can be arranged,
from the heaviest to the lightest: top, bottom, charm, strange, down, up. It turns out that the proton is comprised
of two ups and one down, while the neutron is comprised of two downs and one up, explaining why the neutron is
slightly heavier than the proton. However, weak decay now had to perform a rather spectacular feat — it had to turn
one type of “fundamental” particle into another! Namely, it had to perform the transformation (d =down, u =up,
e =electron, v =neutrino)

d + d + u→ u + u + d + e + v (1)

It had to turn two downs and an up into two ups, a down, an electron and a neutrino. Furthermore, in other examples
of the weak force besides beta decay, it was observed that certain particles would not transform into each other. It
became clear that the two groups of particles from which matter is constructed(quarks and leptons, to which electrons
belong) are divided into two “teams” - the quarks are split into a group top, charm, up, the up team, and the others
(bottom, strange, down) form the down team. The leptons are similarly divided into what I call the electron-type
team and the neutrino-type team. Much like the children’s game “Red Rover”, the weak force transforms members
of one team into the other. To understand how we recover the gauge group of the shoulder joint, it is important to
understand why physicists took these results and immediately mapped it onto the only other “two-team phenomenon”
known at that time in particle physics: the theory of spin.

There are many valid and equivalent explanations as to the nature and history of spin; however for our purposes,
thinking only about how a neutron might decay into a proton, electron and neutrino, we need only know that it too
has this binary structure: electrons are either spin-up or spin-down. For visualization’s sake you can imagine a face
drawn on the electron; right-side up indicates spin-up, while an upside-down face indicates spin down. The interesting
thing is that if you start to turn the electron around (visualizing it still as a sphere with a face on it), it does not
come back to itself after 360 degrees. The electron is not unlike the Möbius strip. After the first 360 degree rotation,
its face is now “on the inside”. It takes 720 degrees of rotation for the face to be back where it started. For related
reasons physicists call these particles (protons, electrons, etc.) spin 1

2 particles (it takes two rotations to come back
to where you started). Theoretically, all spins that are multiples of 1/2 are possible. Photons, the particles of light,
are like us — they have spin 1. The recently discovered Higg’s particle has spin 0 — evidently it cannot be said to
have a face at all!

This construction with faces, however, is nothing more than a mnemonic — these particles are so small and so
difficult to pin down that you could never paint a face on one or read any distinguishing features off of it. Because of
this fact, we usually speak of electrons in terms of probability. The electron has some probability of being spin-up and
some probability of being spin-down. Until you build a very delicate apparatus to check, there is likely a good mix of
the two —. a particular particle may be said to have a 70 percent chance of being up and 30 percent of being down
(like in the macroscopic world, the sum of the percentages must equal 100 percent). Now, for certain mathematical
reasons, the transformations that preserve the fact that there is a 100 percent chance of being either spin up or
spin down are characterized by two arrows in the plane. At a certain point in time, these arrows carry information
that tells us what the probabilities are of being spin-up or spin-down. Interactions between the particle and its
environment transform the shapes of these arrows in a unique and specific way (just like the shape change in the
bacterium and Tai Chi practitioner). These transformations roughly speaking represent things that have happened
— the particle interacted with other particles, or with light, things like that. Such events change the likelihood that
the electron could be measured to be spin up or spin down.

The connection between the theory of particle spin and the weak force is very simple — you replace the word
“spin-down” with “down-team” and “spin-up” with “up-team”. A particle has a certain probability of belonging to
one team, represented by arrows; transformations of these arrows reflect specific interactions with other stuff, which
change the probability that the particle will belong to one team or the other.

But we happen to own two arrows in the plane! If we keep our rotator cuffs tight so that our armpits do not
open, our arms are more or less constrained to move in the plane up-down forwards-backwards. Now we are back to
doing gauge theory with our body. For if we know the shapes of the arrows representing the particle, any pre-defined
motion of our planar-constrained shoulders represents a change in the probability that the particle in question will
switch teams. Just like for the bacterium, each interaction between that particle and its environment is equal to
a well-defined, repeatable, articulable change in the shape of the arrows, and vice versa. There is a one-to-one
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relationship between complicated subatomic interactions and readjustments of your shoulders [12]. If we had such a
chart telling us how one interaction moved our shoulders, we could accurately predict for the physicists when there
was a high probability of beta decay occuring!

In fact, such charts do exist — they are called Feynman diagrams, after the famous physicist and educator. These
are diagrammatic representations of the different things that can happen to a particle: it can be hit by a beam of
light, for instance, or pass near another particle and have an interaction with it, that sort of thing. The reason
the diagrams are used is because there is a companion method of reading them and using them to quickly perform
complicated calculations. It is not unreasonable, then, to imagine training a human being as an “intuitive quantum
mechanics calculator”. Such a calculating individual would first learn how to point their arms (and keep their size
in his/her imagination, changing their lengths at each step) to represent the initial state of a certain particle. They
would learn how to move their arms corresponding to each graphical element of a Feynman diagram. With much
practice, this could become a quick and accurate motion (though never as quick or as accurate as a real calculator —
the exercise is one in connection only). By performing a kind of bizarre dance, the human calculator could quickly
process a Feynman diagram and give a rough idea of the particle’s probability to change teams. The point is not that
this is a good idea, or that it would even be a reliable method of calculating something. Rather, the point is that
the body has an uncanny amount of understanding pre-programmed into it, and even a discipline as complicated as
quantum mechanics can be to some extent embedded in human muscle memory.

This work had a simple goal — to suggest that some areas of mathematics and physics which are claimed to be
“complicated”, “counter-intuitive”, or “obscure” only seem so in a certain light. All too often, the mathematical
framework in which our theories of the world are couched were constructed based on simple observations, which have
since been lost in their teaching. In the history of mathematics and science, many early breakthroughs came through
applying sensory intuition to the world around us. The very nature of our vision was key to much of the classical
understanding of both algebra and geometry [13], even up until the 19th century. Helmholtz speaks to great lengths
about the influence of his own hearing on the development of his theory of tones and sound. Yet the tactile senses,
which would seem to be much more broad and fertile especially in geometry and condensed-matter physics, have yet
to be acknowledged as a fundamental source of understanding and pedagogy. The author only hopes that this note
will motivate someone much smarter to continue this vein of inquiry — if not to motivate new discoveries, at least to
facilitate education and transmission of old ones.

[1] When the movements, being less trained, often become erratic, muscular, and also “louder” — nervous energy and excess
tension betray the movement that is to come.

[2] American Journal of Physics v. 45 pg. 3-11, 1977.
[3] I.e., the force you need to exert on an object equals its mass times how fast you want it to accelerate.
[4] Physics, books II, V, and VIII.
[5] For it would require a nonzero force to separate them; they can in fact separate, but that is because other physics come

in and disrupt this minimal model we are considering, which only includes the study of fluid mechanics at low Reynolds
number.

[6] This also illustrates the superiority of the bicycle over the skateboard, should the world suddenly be flooded in molasses.
[7] This language is due largely to Wilczek and Shapere(J. Fluid Mech. v. 198 pg. 557), who introduced the following theory

to the study of bacteria and who are responsible for the author’s first introduction to these ideas.
[8] For a moment pretend the opponent does not have an agenda, but simply follows your movement.
[9] Justinus, Epitome Historiarum Philippicarum Pompei Trogi xviii.4.16, 8.

[10] An astute reader may have realized that Push Hands is drastically more complicated than bacterial locomotion. Simply
counting the shoulder, elbow, and wrist of one arm gives a shape space of three sphere-joints, with complicated restrictions
in order to keep from ripping one’s own arm apart (luckily, we have lots of connective tissue which prevent us from
performing ill-advised rotations). As a consequence the hard problem of devising the optimal strategy of how to get an
opponent in a certain position changes drastically based on the initial position of the opponent. Nonetheless, the existence
of an optimal strategy for each initial configuration carries some comfort. It can mean that people do not consistently win
because of luck or muscular strength, but by constant practice to understand this gauge connection.

[11] Properly speaking an antineutrino.
[12] The arrows in the planes can grow, however, so that you might have to imagine also stretching or shrinking your arms.
[13] Poincaré discusses this very eloquently and often, for example in “Science and Method”.
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